The Glen (& Francis) Blasius, Kimball, SD
Estate Dispersal
NEXT 7 CONSIGNMENTS
Glen was a long time respected SD Rancher & Horse person & very knowledgeable in the horse industry. He bred & raised quality AQHA horses for 40 years focusing on speed & barrel racing bloodlines, We have sold a number of his outstanding horses that topped our sales thru the years are honored & proud to offer this, his final program for your inspection and purchase. Cleone

LOT 1 MOONS FOXY FLASH GUY 5680040 STALLION
COLOR: Palomino FOALED: 2015 BREED: QH
OWNER: G & F Blasius
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS
MOONS FLASHY SIX GUY LAUGHING FIVE
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS SIX MOONS FOXY FROST HANCOCKS SOLONO FOX

The photo of this 4-year old stallion does not do him justice. He is even more gorgeous in person. He is the sire to the bred mares that are also selling. Marthas Six Moons is a Triple A stallion with race earnings of $218,225.

LOT 2 SIX MOONS FIRE DOLLY 5177127 MARE
COLOR: Chestnut FOALED: 2009 BREED: QH
OWNER: G & F Blasius
MARTHAS SIX MOONS
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS AP LILY FROST
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS AP LILY FROST
LAUGHING FIVE FROST FLASH
LAUGHING FIVE RED ACE SOCKS
LAUGHING FIVE MARTHAS SIX MOONS AP LILY FROST
LAUGHING FIVE RED SOLONO FOX
LAUGHING FIVE DOLLYS ROYAL HANCOCK

This beautiful mare foaled March 3rd, but lost the foal 12 days later. She was bred July 25 and will be ultra sounded in foal to the beautiful Lot 1, Stallion, Moons Foxy Flash Guy, palomino stallion.

LOT 3 FIREWATERS MOON GUY 5798871 STALLION
COLOR: Palomino FOALED: 2017 BREED: QH
OWNER: G. & F Blasius
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS
MOONS FLASHY SIX GUY LAUGHING FIVE
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS SIX MOONS FIRE DOLLY
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS GITA FIREWATER ROYAL
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS HANCOCK THIRTEEN
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS DOLLYS ROYAL HANCOCK

Quiet, nice to handle 2-year old beautiful palomino stallion.
LOT 4  DIAMONDS FROSTY MOON 5475448  MARE
COLOR: Chestnut  FOALED: 2012  BREED: QH
OWNER: G & F Blasius

MARTHAS SIX MOONS
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS
AP LILY FROST
FROST FLASH
LAUGHING FIVE
RED ACE SOCKS

COLOR; Chestnut  FOALED: 2012  BREED: QH
OWNER: G & F Blasius

Moths six moons
AP six frosted moons
AP LILY FROST
FROST FLASH
LAUGHING FIVE
RED ACE SOCKS

Her palomino weanling filly also sells as Lot 5. She will be bred back the same way to the Lot 1 palomino stallion, Moons Foxy Flash Guy. Ultra Sounded in foal to the beautiful Stallion, Lot 1, Moons Foxy Flash Guy.

LOT 5  MOONS FRENCH LILY 5938560  FILLY
OWNER: G & F Blasius

MOONS FLASY SIX GUY
MOONS FOXY FLASH GUY
SIX MOONS FOXY FROST
AP SIX FROSTED MOONS
DIAMONDS FROSTY MOON
LAUGHING FIVE

Her red dun weanling stud colt sells as Lot 7. She is bred back to Lot 1, Moons Foxy Flash Guy for a 2010 foal and has been ultra sounded in foal to the beautiful stallion, Lot 1, Moons Foxy Flash Guy for 90-120 days.

LOT 6  MOONS FRENCH SMOAK 5798870  MARE
COLOR: Palomino  FOALED: 2016  BREED: QH
OWNER: G & F Blasius

AP SIX FROSTED MOONS
MOONS FLASHY SIX GUY
LAUGHING FIVE
FROST FLASH
RED ACE SOCKS
PC SMOAK N SIZZLE
PC FIRE N SMOAK
NBJ SMOKN DIXIEDELIT
FOSTER BOTTOM GOOSE
POCO TRIPOLY
DOCS DIXIE DELITE

Her palomino weanling stallion also sells as Lot 5. She is bred back to the Lot 1 palomino stallion, Moons Foxy Flash Guy. Ultra Sounded in foal to the beautiful Stallion, Lot 1, Moons Foxy Flash Guy.

LOT 7  AT ASSOCIATION (Pending)  GELDING
COLOR: Red Dun  FOALED: 4/12/2019  BREED: QH
OWNER: G & F Blasius

MOONS FLASHY SIX GUY
MOONS FOXY FLASH GUY
SIX MOONS FOXY FROST
MOONS FRENCH SMOAK
NBY SMOKNDIXIEDELIT

This dun weanling colt's dam sells as Lot 5. His sire, is Lot 1, Moons Foxy Flash Guy, Permanent Reg. Papers should be back by sale day.